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Re: Testing request: Windows emulator
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Posted in group: App Inventor Power Users

Hi Steve,

This brings the emulator package up to the latest version from the Android SDK and updates the packaged
Android version from 2.1 to 8.0. Here are some of the key features of the new emulator:

* Based on an x86 system image with Intel HAXM support to run the OS virtualized on your native hardware
rather than emulate the CPU
* Ability to simulator sensors, location data (either manually specified or via KML)
* Use a webcam or simulated camera
* Save the current state on exit as a snapshot to improve startup performance
* Hardware accelerated graphics if the host machine supports it
* Multifinger gestures (pinch to zoom, rotation, etc.)
* Simulate texts and phone calls using the emulator port number (typically 5554)
* Ability to save screenshots (Ctrl+S)

Note that most of the size of the compressed image is the system image, which is over 300 MB compressed
and because Android 8.0 uses full disk encryption, the userdata partition is another 105 MB that can't be well
compressed. The remainder is mostly executables and DLLs.

Regards,
Evan 

On Tuesday, April 30, 2019 at 6:00:46 PM UTC-4, SteveJG wrote:
621 MB compressed!  Impressive.  What does this do that the 'old' one does not?  This package is
downloading slowly.

Does it wipe out my present package (replace it, or what).

-- Steve

On Tue, Apr 30, 2019 at 4:35 PM Evan Patton <ewpa...@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi everyone,

I've prepared a new emulator package for Windows and could use your help testing it. The beta download
is here. Please let me know what does/doesn't work for you.

Regards,
Evan

-- 
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